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V 0 I C E S 0 F R E V 0 L T F R 0 H C H. I N A 

A revolutionary opposition movement has emerged in China Nhich 

is made up of more than 20 organizations calling themselves 

"'.Che Hunan Provincial Proletarian llevolu~ionary Great All.iance 

Comrni t·t;ee, 11 or Shen,:;::.!::J:!::lien. Reproduced belm·r are exce:::·pts 

from one of their documents, entitled "vlhither China?" To get 

it printed at all, Sl!eng-vru-lien had to pay lip-ser•rice to "Mao's 

· Thought," --~ state machine, The docume.o:;, in its entirety, 

appears in the Survey of China ~!ainland Press; Hong Kong, 4190. 

* * * 

\IHIT:~ER CHINA? 

The development of new p:roduati ve forces in China today 
hes brought in conflict the class t:1at represents the new pro:
ductive forces and the decaying class that represents the ·pro
duction 'relations which impede the progress of history, It will 
inevitably lead to a great social revolut.!on, and a new society 
will inevitably'be born amid the fierce flames, 

.. .. .People believe that China will pas§ peacefully into 
the society depicted in the May 7 directive,..:J But what happens 
in. reality? 'Peaceful transition' is only another name for 
1peaoeful evolution,• It can only cause China to drift farther 
and farther a~<ay from the 1cornmune 1 depicted in the· May 7 direc
tive and nearer and nearer to the existing soc:lety of the Soviet 

~ay 7, 1967, Directive of Hao Tsl3-tung, called for self
rectifioatior. campaign in the Army 
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Union ••• The rule of the neN bureaucratic bourgeoisie must be 
overthr01m by force in order to solve the problem of political 
pot<er, Empty shouting about realization of the Hay 7 directive 
without any reference to power seizure and utter smashing of the 
old state machinery will of course be an 'utopian' dream, 

Lenin once made this famous statement: 'All revolutions-
provided they are real revolutions -- are in the final ·ar~lysis 
changes of classes. Therefore the best means of increasing the 
awareness of the masses and exposing the deception of the masses 
"lith revolutionary vows is the analysis of the class changes tha': 
have taken place or are taking place in these revolutions.• Let 
us analyse the class changes that resulted from the January revQlu
tion in accordance with this teaching, so as to expose the de
ception of the masses ~<ith revolutiona!'y vow ••• 

Facts as revealed by the masses and their ~1rath told 
people initially that this class of 'Red' capitalists had. com~ 
pletely become a decaying class that hindered the prog!'ess of 
history, and that the relations between them and the people in 
gene·ral had changed from ;relations bet>teen the leaders and the 
led to those between the rulers and th~ ruled, the exploiters-and 
the exploited, from the ~elations of revolutionaries of equal 
standing to those between the oppr_essors and the oppressed. ~'he 
special privileges and high salaries o!' the class of 1Red 1 capi
talists was built on the· basis of the oppression and exploitation 
of the broad masses of the people, In order to 1•ealize the · 1

People 1s Commune of China,' it was necessary tooverthrow. this 
class •• ~ · 

In the struggle to seize power in these units, the Marxist 
principle of smashing. the old state machinery must be observed, 
Here there is no place for refo:>mism,.combining two into one, or 
neaceful transition. The old stHte machinery m>tst be smashed 
utterly, 1The old system of exploit;ation, revis~oni:lt system and 
bureaucratic organs must.be utterly smashed,'· The programme of 
the first great proletarian political revolution was put forward 
in editorials in an embryonic, not very concrete state in the 
final stages of the storm of the January revolution,4 The decaying 
class that should be overthrown, the old state machinery that 
should be smashed, and ev·en social problems, on which people 
formerly had not dared to express a dissident view, were put forward. 

2}, Januar:; 1968 mass workers 1 upheavals -- strikes, violent demon-
strations, ato, -- the first time the industrial working class 

entered the arena of struggle in Chi11a since the 1925-27 Revolution, 
It started in Shanghai and spread to many other cities. It 
frightened Nao and his entourage, and led to a counter-movement 
against 'anarchism,• and 'spontaneity' in February, 
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This great development was an inevitable result of the courage and 
picnearing spirit demonstrated by the proletariat in the storm of 
the January revolution, 

Problems of system, policy and guideline touched upon in 
the January revolution were mainly those connected with the 
capitalist labour employment system of contract workers and 
casual worl<ers as well as the revisionist movement of going to 
hilly and rural areas. 

1/hy did· Com1•ade Hao Tse-twlg, who entn-getically advocated 
the 1commune, 1 suddenly_ oppose the establishment of 1 Shar~hai 
People's C<:>JJ1mune 1 in January? That is something which the revolu
tionary people find it hard to understand, 

Chairman Hao, who foresaw the 'commune' as a political 
structure which must be realized in the first cultural reyolution, 
suddenly put fore~1ard 'Revolutionary committees are finel 1 

Why can't commw1es be established immediately?· 

This is the first time the revolutiona~f people tried to 
ovar_tl'irow a powerful enemy, He~/ shallow their knowledge of. this 
revolution wasi They not only failed to realize voluntarily the 
n~cessity of thoroughly smashing the old state machinery and over
haul some of the social systems, but did not see clearly that the 
enemy formed a class and the revolutionary ranks were dominated 
by ideas of 'revolution to dismiss officials' and 'revolution to 
drag them out, 1 The development of the wisdom of the masses had 
not yet attained the degree ·at which it would be possible to t•e
form society, As a result, the fruit of revolution was in the 
final analysis taken by the·capitalist class, (The Communist 
Hanifesto), · 

Any revolution must necessarily involve the ar,oy, Since a 
Red capitalist class is already formed in China, the army of. course 
cannot detach i tsclf from tohis ·reality. Yet the January storm 
has not touched in any way the vital problem of all revolutions-
the problem of the army. Thus it may be seen that the revolution 
lacked depth and remained at a low stage of' development. The 
degree of maturity of the political thought of the revolutionary 
people, too, was in conformity with this low level revolution --
it too remained at a very immature stage, 

The puttillg forward of three-in-one combinationS amounts to 
reinstatement of the bureaucrats already toppled in the January 

S· To counter the demand for a Chinese 'Commv.ne 1 raised in the 
January 1958 days! Mao himself called for the formation of a •one
in-three alliance : that of the Army, the Party cadres and the 
•revolutionary rebels' -- wi~h the Army holding the dominant role. 
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revolution, Inevitably it will be the form of political po~rer 
to be usurped by the bourgeoisie, at which the Army and local 
bureaucrats are to play a leading role,,, 

The force and intensity of the January revolution caused 
the bureaucrats to carry out a hurried usurpation of power,,, 

The 
1
Hed

1 
capitalist class gained almost overwhelming 

ascendancy in February and /.larch, The assets (means of production 
and powe1•) were seized t'rom the revolutionary people and returned 
tc the bureaucrats, In February Lur.g Shu-chin, Liu Tzu-yun, 
Chang Po-sen, Hua Kuo-fing and the bureaucrats in all the country 
and their agents at the Centre wielded unlimited power. It was 
their heyday, while the power ot: the revolutionary people dropped 
to zero, Moreover, largc·numbers of them.were thrown into prison 
under the control of the bourgeois state machine -- Kung- hien-fa, 
Intoxicated by his victory of.February-March, Chou En-lai --at 
present the general representative of China's Red Capitalist 
cla.ss -- hurriedly tried to set up revolutionary committees- in 
all parts ot: the country, If this bourgeois plan had· been ful.:. 
filled, the proletariat .~rould have retreated to its grave, There
fore, without waiting for the establishment ot: all the revolution-

. ary committc.es, the Central Cultural Revolution G:r:oup issued the' 
-order to hit beck, After that the great August local rcvolution
ar-.r war in the country begru1 to ferment, 

In the struggle to hit back at the February adverse current, 
the important sill'll of the revolution's entry into a hie-,her stage, . 
was that the problem of the Arll'.y really began to meke itself: 
felt, The revolutior~ry people had very childish ideas about 
the Army during the January revolution, believing.that as soon 
as the local capi talist-roaders \~ere overthrown, the armed forces 
_would unite l~i th the revolutionary people to. suppress the capitalist 
readers in accordance with Chairman !1ao 1 s ordt'r ot: union t:rom the 
upper to the lower levels, The sang~inary facts of the February 
adverse current told the people that the upper-to-lower order 
alone could not bring about an implementation of Chairman i'lao's 
intentions in the armed· forces because unanimity of the inte:.·asts 
of the capitalist-readers in the Army and those of the local 
capitalist-roadcrs would prevent the Army from carrying out 
Chairman Mao's revolutionary line, It 1·ras necessary to carry 
out cultural revolution from the lower le\•el upward in .the Army 
and to rely on the poople's revolution -- the locomotive ot: pro
gress of history -·· in order to change the state ot: opposition 
between the military ru1d civilian population brought about by 
the control ot: the Army by the bureaucrats,,, · 

Duo to historical limitations of the time, many of the 
writillgs about the Army are ve1•y immature and have great short
comings. But since these writil~s arc new thi113s, they will be 
Pl'oved by history to be significant things, 
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How well Engels spoke when he commented on utopian 
socialism: 'Let the pedlars of the circle of authors solemnly 
find fault with the imaginations which at present can only make 
people laugh. Let them gratify themselves with the thought that 
their strict way of thinking is superior to such mad ideas. 
<vhat makes us glad is the gifted ideological buds and gifted 
ideas that show themE 'lves everywhere by breaking through the 
outer shell of imagination, These things the med1.ocre people 
can not sec. r 

_ There are t11o essential points in the 11ri tings about the 
Army: (1) It is now seen that the Army now is differont from 
the people's arrr~ before the liberation, Before the liberation 
tho army £\lld the people fought together to ovcr·thro~t imperialism; 
bureaucratic capitalism, and feudalism, The 1•elation bet>teen 
the army and the people 11as like that betl·teem fish and water. 
After the liberation, as the te.rget of the revolu-tion has changed 
from imperialism, bUreaucratic capitalism and feudalism to 
capitalist-readers, and .these capitalist-readers are power-holders 
in the army, some of the armed forces in the revolution have_ not 
only chanced their blood-and-flesh_relations with the people that 
obtained before the liberation, but ha•m even become· to·ols for 
suppressing revolution, Therefore, if the first gr!"at pr·oletarian 
cultural revolutio11 is to succeed, a radical change in the army 
will be necessary, The 1 ultra~left faction•· had found the basis 
for thinking in a q).lotation ·from Chait'mrul Hac, In the same year 
afte:.:-.Chairman Nao issued the order for the armed forces to live 
in their barracks, (they are) separated from the masses.-_ 
( 2) It is now seem that a revolutionary war in the cow1try is 
necessary if the .revolutionary people: today m~nt to overcome 
the armed Red_ capitalist class... · · 

Let us look at the'contont 'of this new danger, On the 
one hand, owing to the nakedn~ss of the 'February suppression 
of rebellion' 1 even the 1Red.1 c"pitalist class keenly sensed 
the inevitability_ of its own defeat. Aft~;r l1ay

1 
Chil".a's 'Red' 

capitalists changed their tactics, In many places there appeared 
. a trend of cadres 1 making appearances 1 , One after another Red 
capitalists lilte Sung Jen-ch'iung of the Northeast. and Chang 
Po-sen of Hunan -- bloodsucking vampires 11ho· used to. ride on the 
back Of tho people -- SUddenly displayed. I fervor I for the Slaves I 
revolutionary struggles, Inil.ividually they declared suppox•t for 
the revolutionary masses in their bombardment of the military 
region or district commands, As at that tim_e the revolutior.ary 
people had not yet tried to overthrow the capitalist~roedors as 
a class, and as the prole·tariat and the b1•oad masses of revolu
tionary people were' still under the influence of the doctrine of 
'revolution through draqging out people' and 'revolution throu~;h 
dismissal of officials, peopl<> believed that the purpose of the 
cultural revolution 11as· the pu!"ging of the individual capitalist
readers ·a:•d that it was proper to usc some of the revolutionary 
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leading cadres (who were also bureaucrats) for hitting other 
bureauc~ats, As a result, this tactic of all big and small 
Chang Po-sens easily deceived the people, This determined 
the objective inevitability of usurpation of the fruit of 
victory of the August storm by the bourgeoisie,,, 

, , , the wise supreme oonunander Comlade Mao Tse-tung once 
r.1ore made a big ret1•eat aftc;r September, in disregard of demands 
by impatient revolutionaries for victory, A political situation 
of bourgeois usurpation of power came about with the establishment 
of revolutionary committees or preparatory groups for revolution
ary committees, 

The extent of this retreat \~as w1precedented, The un
limited relaxation of the cadre policy after September ~1as in 
fact an extunsive concession to the capitalist-readers, uho were 
allOit<ld to mount the stage again. All outstanding example was 
the treatment accorded to Ch 1 c;n Tsai-tao.- The Chairman went so 
far as to say that Ch 1en studied very well and could come back 
to work again • 

••• The revolutionary forces in Hunan which bombarded 
Cho En-lai were not annihilated, Instea(\,they have formed 
Shon-11ru.-lien and have made· progress ·in certain respects • 

To seize the· fruit of victory won by the proletariat in 
August and turn the mass dictato1•ship again 'into bureaucratic 
rule, the bourgeois in t_he revolutionary committees must.· first 

· disarm the worlting class, The guns in the hands of. 1•o:rkers have 
boundlessly increased the power of the working.class, The fact is 
a mortal threat to the bourgeoisie, who is afraid of it, OUt· 
of spontaneous hatred for the btweaucrats who tried to snatch 
.tha . fruit of victory, the revolutionary people shouted a re:.. 
souhding ·revolutionary sl'o,gan: ' 'Surrender of arms amounts to 
sulcidel 1 They formed a spontaneous, nationwide mass 1arms 
concealment movement' for the armed overthrow of the new 
bureaucratic bourgeoisie. 

The arms grabbing movement of August was great, It was 
not only unprecedented in capitalist countries, Horeover, it 
accomplished the fact of turning the whole nation into soldiers 
for the first time in socialist cow1tries, Before the cultural 
revolution the bureaucrats aared not really hand over arms to 
the people, The militia is only a facade behind which the 
bureau.wats control the a:r:omed strength of the people, It is 
certainly not only armed force of the working class, but a docile 
tool in the hands of the bureaucrats, In·the arms-seizing·muve
ment, the masses 1 instead of receiving erma like favours from 
above, for the flrst time seized arms from the hands of the 
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bureaucrats by relying on the brute force of the revolutionary 
people themselves, For the first time the workers had their 1 

own 1 arms, Chairman Mao 1 s reusing call, 1 Arm the L<;ft I r was 
1111 intensive concentration of the. courage of the working class; 
But the September .5 order completely nullified the ce.H to 'arm 
the T~ft. '• Tho workiu; class was disarmed, The bureaucrats 
again came back to power ... 

The July lst edi to1•ial of 1967 raisod tho quedtion of 
Party building, During the violent class stru-:;1',le iu July and 
August, a very S8all number of 'ultra-Leftists• put forward the 
demand that the 'ultra-Left should have its 01-r.1 poli:Oical party,. 
to make re'!olution it is necessary to havu a revolutionary psrty,r 

Since the past fat< months 1 the class struggle has entered 
a·higher·stage, what sort of a stage is it? I11 this stage tha. 
revolutio~U>ry people have already accumulated the rich-experience 
of 'redistribution of assets and powa1•' t~1ice (the January revolu
tion Emd August revolution), This experience is the programme · 
for a great revolution in ChinD. in which one class should over
throw another, It is ' to overthr01• the n::lwborn bourgeoisie and 
establish the 1 People',3 Commune of' Chir.a 11 -- a new society free 
from bureaucrats like ·the Pilris. Commune';.. · . . : 

The· revers·es ruld hie;her-"tage strug~;le at'ter September 
also tell the revolutionary people why neither the January revolu
tion nor the"'August re\·olution ended in thorough victory 

1 
t<hy, 

after s~ch prolonged struggle, the fruit of victory of revofption 
was taken a11ay· by bourgeois. bureaucrats 1 why tlte old order was 
restored everywhere, t~hy the boU1•geoisie was able to recapture 
the assets. and power which they had lost in August, an<l why the 
courge and pioneering spirit displa~'e<l by the Augus_t storm was · 

· almos ~ completely extinguished m;d S\1l:.merged, The appearance · 
of a large-a'cale 'adverse current tolJ.s people thnt· all illusions 
about· bourgeois bureaucrat~ and distrust 1J?. the paop).o 's own· 
strength must be thoroughly abruldoned,·ana that the r~volution 

·of one class overthrowing another mus·t ·be prosecuted, 

Ho!<ever 1 the. revo.lutionary co.mmi ttee is a product of the 
'revolutioll of dismissal of officials, I In Hu11an·, Chong P1ing;_hua 
and Liu Tzu-yun were dismissed. from office; but did· not re· ·ova 
the acute ti.ntagonism betwcun the net~ bourgeoisio; and the masses 
of the peo)O:te. Instead, the acute antagon~ .Elm between "the pre
paratory Q."O'.IP for revolutionary.committee ~nd the people as 
represented by Shen•wu-lien is present 'in the new situation, 

·A 11e1·; bourgeois reactionary line w'ld a ne·w advo.rse· currect of 
capitalis'; restoration have egain·appeared

1 
but· a thoroughly 

stable 'distribution of assets and powor' has not bacm realized, 
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~'he revolution by dismissal of officials is only bourgeois re
formism, which changes in a zigzagging way tho net< bur,.aucratic 
bourgeois rule before the cultural revolution into another kind 
of bourgeois rule by bourgeois bureaucrats and representatives 
from several supporting masa organizations, The revolutionary 
committee is a product of bourgeoise reformism, 

Problems cannot be solved by merely dismissing several 
officials from office, Bourgeois reformism proves f•1l:ile, The 
result of reformism-- the revolutionary committee-- again 
bring about a new bourgeois dictatorship, which arouses cve11 
more violent opposition from the people,, 

The people should be made to understand this truth and 
should make the resolution to act, instead of our making the 
resolution for them, 1 He is. not a thorough materialist ~1ho ig
nores the role of the teacher by r1egati ve example, I because the 
'various incidents and changes in the struggle against capital 
cannot but make people realize-- and more in defeat than. in 
victory -- that the par!llcriws so dear to them are completely 

.useless, The defeats also enable them to understand more pro
fouudly the true conditions for·the liberation of the working 
class.• (Engels), Revolutions often take various reformist, un
thorough.roads, It is only when all panacaus are proved useless 
that the revolutionary people would resolve to follow the. most 
painful and most destructive, but also the most thorough encl. 
revolutionary road, The struggle in the transition period of 
revolutior.ary committees >lill inevitably disillusion the masses 
about the panac<Ja of bourgeois reformism which they iove so much, 
Chairman Nao says: 1 Buddhist idols are set up by the peasants, 
When the time comes the peasants w: 11 throw these idols with · 

. their own hands, There. is no neee.·'.t'or others to do it' too . 
soon, 1 In the not far distant futu:•a the revolutionary people 
will surely smash to pieces ~<ith thei::o own iro"' hands the'new
bOl'n red political power >rillch they havil secured· w:l th their 
otm blood and lives,,,,· 

As a result of the practice of struggle having gained 
rich experience and entered a higher stage, the maturity of the 
political thinking.of the revolutionary people of China has 
also entered a higher stage, A new trend of thought (celled 
'ultra-Lefl: trend of thought' by the eneoy), iucluding 1over
.thro~1 of tho new bureaucratic bourgeoisie.' 'abolition of 
bureaucratic organs, 1 'through· smashing of th<• state machine, 1 
etc. wanders among the revolutionary p~ople like a 'spectre' in 
the eyes of the enemy, The weapon of political thinking with 
which the revolutionary masses are to t<in utter victory in the 
proletarian socialist greet revolution has begun to appear in 
a r:ew form :!.n the 'ultra-Left faction, 1 Tho thought ot: Mao 
'l'se-tv.ll!!, ~<hich is carrying out a new social revolution in China, 
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will gradually wake up the 1nasses from all contradictions of 
the past, The revolutionary people arc beginning to understand 
gradually in practice why revolution is necessary, who are to be 
l~quidated in the revolution, !llld how revolution is to be carried 
out, Revolutionary struggle begins to change from the stage 
of spontaneity to that of consciousness, from necessity to freedom •• 

The 9th National Coll!;I'ess of tho Party about to be convened 
is not expected to be able to thoroughly settle the question of 
where the Chinese Communist Party is going, The political 
party that is produced in accordance with the provisions pro
mulgated by the Centre for rehabilitation, rc~lation and re
building of the Party (if such a party can bo formed) will 
raeccssat'ily be a pal'•ty or boul:;gt:ois l't:formism that serves the 
bourgeois usurpers in the revolutionary committees. Tho con
vention of the 9th Congress will only be a reflection of the 
transitiOll period of local 'revolutionary cornrnl.ttees' in the 
Centre, Tnat decides that the 9th Congress will not be able 
to thoroughly settle the question of where China is going, (the. 
core of which is where the Chinese Communist Party is going to 
and where the Chinese PLA is going to), 

· 1·/hen a truly stable victory gradually becomes possible, 
the following several. questions will take a promi11ent. position, 
(1) The unevenness of the revolution will assume a prominent 
position. The -possibility of winniilg true, .thorough victory 
in one or several provinces first, overthrowing the product of 
bourgeois reformism --.the rule of revolutionary committee~, 
and re-establishing a political power of the Faris Commune 
type -- becomes a crucial question as to whether the revolPtion 
can develop in depth at high speed, Unlike the preceding ctage 
of blind, sponta,neous deve,loprncnt, here unevenness of the :cevolu
tion no longer plays an imrnn ter·l9,l ro lo, · 
(2) To really overthrow the n-1-:> of the nGw aristocracy. a::od 
thoroughly smash the· old state, rr.achinsry, it >J:i ll be neces:;ary 
.to go into the question of as~essment of the pe.st 17 y<mrs •• 
This is else a major problem of teaching the people fundamentally 
why i" is necessary to carry out the great cultural revolution 
and what the ultimate object of the revolution is, 
(3) To really make the revolution victorious, it will be necessary 
to settle the 'question of primary importance in revolution' --
1 who are our enemies, and >lho are our fire11ds? : -- and to make 
a new.class analysis of China's society where 'n now situation 
has arise>.1 ::~s a result of great class chan,.as,' so as to re
organize the class ranks, rally our friends and hit at our 
enemies, •• 

,,, The real revolution, the revolution to negate the past 
17 years, has ba~ically not yet begun, and that we should no>l 
enter the stage of tackling the 1Ul1damontal questions of China's 
revolution ••• 
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The 2il-th directi vo amounts to a decla1•ation that Hunan 
is the vanguard area of revolutionary struggla of the whole 
country, Thus the genesis· and development of·Hunan 1s.Sheng-wu
lien is an outstanding representative of the crowth in strength 
of the proletariat since September, ~-!:ffi-lie_n was in fact 
born of the experience of the (people-run) civil offense 
and armed defence oommand headquarters -- a form of mass dictator
ship of the January revolution. It is a power organ of mass 
dictatorship of a higher order than those of January and August. 
It ~£Y be compared to the soviut of the February revolution in 
USSR when pct·ter v1as usurped by the bourgFOoisie, vthilo tho 
preparatory group for the provincial revolutionary committee 
(~-ko-ch 1 ou) is comparable to the bourgeois Provisional Govern
ment of that time. The oppositivn bet>l"en §her;g-.@,..lien and 

· Sheng-]fQ-ch'ou is the new situation in which-:-rPower organs of 
two systems co-exist' but in practice power ls in the hands of 
Sheng-ko-ch'ou -- the bourgeois provisional government. 

Sheng-,W!-lien is a new bor•n sprout comparable to the. 
soviets. :t is the embryonic form of a mora mature 'commune' 
than that of January and August, No matter how the bourgeoisie 
alternately employ suppression and reformist. tactic. of. encouraging 
the activi:ties of a thrl:'d. force, Sheng-!!)!-lior.as a. true newborn 
Rt::d political power. will surely grow and gather .strength. con
tinuously amid big .gales and. storms.,. 

As has been said in the preceding paragraphs, the basic 
social contradictions th~t gave. rise to the gre~t prolctari~ 
cultural revolution are contradictions botl'leen the·rule of the 
new bureaucratic bougeoisie and the mass of the peqplo •.. The 
development and intensification of thcse contradictions decides 
that society needs a mora thorou;;h chu.'lge -- ·overthrol'l of the _ · 
rule of the. buro:>aucratic bourgeC>isi.e, thor:ough sr.1ashing of the 
old state machinery, ree.lizatio:1 of social revolution, realization 
of a redistribution or ass.:,tr; and power, and es·cablisilr.tent of a 
new society -- 1 People 1 s Cor.unune of China'· ... 

At present, are these basic contradictions of Chinese 
society resolved? Is the obj~ct of the first great cultural 
revolution fulfilled? 

As has bo~n said above, the form of political power is 
superficia::. :.y changed. The old provincial Party committee an<i. 
old milit~!-y district command have become ·the revolutionary 
committee' or 'preparat.ory group for revolutionary committee•. 
However, old bureaucrats continuo to play the·loadin& role in 
the •new political power.•· The contradiction butwoen the old 
provincial l'arty committee and old military dis'.;riot command on 
the one siclo and th<> people en the other, and the contradiction 
between the capitalist-readers of the 47th Army and the peolo, 
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remain basically unresolved, The contradiction between Shen,-,;
wu-licn and the 'new political power, 1 The overthrow of the 
new bureaucratic bourgeoisie, changes in the armed forces, 
establishment of communes and such basic social changes, which 
the first groat cultural revolution must fulfill, are not fulfill<;d, 
Of course, such 'redistribution of assets and power' were tem
porarily and in a limited way realized during the January 
revolution and the August storm has been basically usurped by 
the bourgeoisie, Social reforms ucre aborted, social changes 
>wrc: not consolidated and thoroughly rGalized, and the 'end' 
of the first great cultural revolution has not been reached. 
And the masses have said, "Everything romains the same after 
so much ado.,, 

The new trend of thought (tho ultra-Left.trond of thought) 
is not y<lt quite mature and is· still very wec.k, but its overcoming 
of the appa1•cntly powerful trc.di tionol ideas and the rotten, 
mummufied doctrine of second revolution will be an inevitable 
tendency of historical development, 

The bourgeoisie always represent the form of political 
power of their rule as the most.perfect, flawless thin in the 
world that serves the whole people.- The new bureaucratic bourg-·· 
eoisiG and the brutes of thcl llight-\4in,<?; Of the petty bourgeoisie 
who dep~nd on them arc doing exactly that. They ignore the 
provisional character of the 'revolutionary committee' and 
nauseatingly ·praise it. !1ar>:ist-Leninists Lrust ruthlessly 
expose the suppression.of the revolutionary pe.cle by the revolu
tionary committee, energetically' declare that the People r s Commw1e 
of China is the society that ~;e proletariat and revolutionary 
people must bring about in this cul.tu!'al r<Jvolution, and energet
ically make known the inevitab1a tendoncy of the rovolutionary ' 
committee to collapse,., 

1/e really believe that ninety per cent of the senior 
cadres should stand aside, that at most they can only·b~'objcctc 
to be educated and united, This is because they have already 
constituted a decaying class with its own particular-· "interests', 
Their relation with the poole has changed from the relation · 
between 'ohc leadurs and the led in the past to that b<ltween 
exploite!•s and tho exploited, the oppressors ru:tl the oppross<ld, 
Host of th:m consciously or unconsciously ;yearn for the capitalist 
road, and ·p:•otect and develop capitalist t.tings ,· The rule of 
their class has completely blocked the· development of history, •• 
However they (the bureaucrats) hit back at and carry out counter
reckoning nr,ainst the revolutionary people with increasing madness, 
pushing thomselves nearer and nearer the guillotine, All this 
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proves that no decaying class in history would voluntarily make 
an exit from the stage of history. 

In the new society Qf the Paris Commune type this class 
will be ovcrthro~m. This was demonstrated by iron bound facts of 
tho great changes of the January revalution and the August storm 
so unexpected by mediocre people. The class (of bureaucrats) 
11111 be replaced by cadres with true proletarian authority 
naturally produced by the revolutionary people in the struggle 
to overthrow this decaying class, These cadres are members of 
tho conur.une, They have no special privileges. Economically 
they get the same treatment as tho masses in general. They 
may be dismissed or changed at any time in accordance with the 
demands of the rr.assos. These nm·t, authoritative cadres have not 
yet made their appearance. 

But those cadres wl.ll be spontaneously produced followi!lg 
the inoreC~sing maturity of the political thinking of the revolu
tionary poole. 'fhis is a.-. inevitable r·esult, of the. political · 
and ideological maturity of the proletariat. 

If dictatorship by the revolutiol~ry co~~ittee is regarded 
as the ultimate object of the first great cultural revolution, 
thel1 China will inevitably go the way of Soviet Union and the 
people may again return to the .fascict bloody rule of the 
capitalists, The revolutionary co~~ittee's road of bourgeois 
reformism is impracticable.,, 

The ·commune of the 'Ultra-Left faction' will not .cor.oeal- · 
its vie~1points and intentions. Ue publiclly docla.,e that our 
pbject of establishing the. "people •s Commune of China' can be 
attained only be overthrowing tho bourgeois dictatorship m1d 
revisionist system of the revolutionary committGe .. with brutc'forcc. 
Let the new bureaucratic bourgeoisie trom:ole before the truu 
socialist revolution that shakew the world! ' o/:"lat the proletariat 
can lose in this revolution is only their chains, what they gain 
will be the whole world! 

The China of tomorrow will be" the world of the 1Commune. 1 

. - labor donated 
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